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PLAN Innovation Grant Report
Library: Northwest Regional Library System: Panama City Beach & Gulf County Branches
Project Manager: Heather Ogilvie
Phone: 850-522-2103

Email: hogilvie@nwrls.com

Name of Project: Mobile Makerspaces
Grant Amount received: $4,320

Local Matching funds expended: $0

Grant funds expended: $4,320

Attach a report of your project which includes:
 a brief description of the project
 description of the steps or process for implementing the project
 impact/benefits for the library and its users resulting from the project
 usage statistics if applicable
 anecdotal feedback from staff and library users about the project and its
benefits

The Mobile MakerSpace Box Project was conceived at Panama City Beach Library to create an
interactive, open concept, self-directed, educational experience in the public library for a target
audience of children ages 5-14. The focus is STEAM, science, technology, engineering, art, and
math. Our goal is to inspire initiative, sharpen critical thinking skills, facilitate cooperation, and
spark creativity. Our plan was to purchase a variety of equipment, balanced evenly among the
five areas of study, and create topical kits, to be shared among three libraries in Bay and Gulf
Counties. The program was to be launched with kickoff events at each branch, featuring simple
make and take science projects.
Upon confirmation of the grant award, Panama City Beach Library and Gulf County Libraries
invited Liberty County Libraries to join our project. Three Branch Managers met in December
2015 to review the request, create a purchase order, and establish a procedure and timeline.
We planned to create six Mobile MakerSpace Boxes, each containing a balanced set of STEAM
kits, a Usage Log and a Journal, with a monthly rotation schedule, among the five branch
libraries, with two Boxes per month for the busiest, PCB Branch.
Materials were ordered in January, received and organized in February 2016.
In March of 2016 two of the three participating Branch Managers were reassigned, including
Project Manager Heather Ogilvie, now Outreach Librarian BCPL. In lieu of the STEAM kickoff
planned for Panama City Beach Library, the MakerSpace Box Project was introduced by email
and the distribution of the Boxes, with the inclusion of a welcome letter for participants. We
coordinated the scheduling from our Library website, available to staff and public.
www.nwrls.com
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Nancy Brockman introduced the Mobile MakerSpace project in April to the Port St. Joe Branch.
In May we added BCPL Outreach to the rotation and MakerSpace Boxes were in full circulation
in three counties.
Each Branch Library offered MakerSpace Kits to Library visitors for independent use:
Welcome to the Mobile Makerspace Box Project!
STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, Mathematics)
Each Mobile Makerspace Box contains a mixed collection of Kits with specific STEAM themes. There are
magnets, marbles, bridges, snap circuits, paint and more!
The Boxes are designed especially for grades K-5, but include adventures in learning for everyone.
Suggested ages range from 3 to 9 and up.
A Mobile Makerspace Box will be located in each of our Branch Libraries, Panama City Beach, Port St.
Joe, Wewahitchka, Hosford, and Bristol, and will rotate monthly. Visit your Library with your Library Card
and check out a Kit to use in the Library. You will be given a workspace and a box full of ideas. What
happens next is up to you! You set up, you work, you mess up, you create, you LEARN, and you clean up.
We hope that while you are in the Library, you will try something new, learn from your mistakes, and
CREATE SOMETHING AMAZING!

MakerSpace Kits were also included in formal Library programming from April through August.
BCPL Outreach events included a Mobile MakerSpace Box from June through August.
The impact of the Mobile MakerSpace Box Project has been significant. We purchased a wide
variety of exciting equipment, much of which was completely new to staff and patrons.
Adventures in technology and electronics with Snap Circuits, Little Bits, Osmo, and Sphero!
Engineering toys that engage three year olds and still challenge 8 year old builders! A brilliant
assortment of art tools for every level of skill and enthusiasm! From the moment we began
unpacking our boxes, learning was a given. Library staff learned as we prepared to offer the Kits
to our customers. Children learned when they took a Kit to a corner table and began to
experiment. Families learned when they talked about what happened today at the Library.
Participants and passers-by learned when they encountered the Mobile MakerSpaces in use in
public spaces. (For example, the Musical Marble Maze was wildly popular in Center Court at the
Panama City Mall.) Just as we had hoped, children made choices, took chances, thought, read,
engineered, tried, failed, succeeded, messed up, and cleaned up, with enthusiasm.
We shall continue to reap the benefits of the Innovation Grant. Our kits are in excellent shape,
and consumables have been replaced, to support many more months of use. We have an
excellent foundation in MakerSpace experience and are beginning to incorporate more STEAM
space into our floor plans and programs. We are more adventurous learners for having
launched the Mobile MakerSpace Project.
MakerSpace Logs record 451 individual uses during a four month trial period, with all kits in full
use during July and August. Including the smaller kickoff and group events, approximately 500
children have interacted with the Mobile MakerSpace STEAM Kits.
www.nwrls.com
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Library Staff report having fun with the Boxes, most especially with the Marble Mazes and the
Tangrams. We have had only one report of a near disaster, and that with a very lovely collection
of acrylics, which has been replaced with water-based paint. Magna-Tiles have made STEAM
the greatest new sensation in Story Times. Staff report that snap circuits were the most popular
activity among the 8-10 year old users.
Comments left (spelling has been corrected) in the MMSB Journals:
I love the finger print book.
I love this building kit. THANK YOU!!!!!!!!
These building pieces were a lot of fun. I build a barn out of some of them. Thank you for having
these here.
I had a lot of fun I hope I can play again.
I like this game because it’s building I love building.
I love to weave!
I really enjoyed playing with the little Bits. One thing I made was sound into light.
I built a wagon. Thank you for having the building set at the library
I LOVED the Little Bits. Thank you!!!!!!!!!!!
It was a fun learning experience for us. We learned how to put the things together. On some of
it was hard but for the most part it was easy. We also loved the beautiful sound.
I like this game because it’s like engineering and building and I like to do that stuff.
I like the mosaic mysteries because it’s fun and it’s like art, and I love art. Also it’s good because
I like mysteries.
Cool!
Had a BLAST. Thank you.
I made a turkey with water paint. I love it. It was fun. Like a unicorn.
Remarks to Library Staff:
Wow! Wow! Wow! Wow! Wow!
We can use this???
Can I try it???
When can you come back?
We are deeply grateful to PLAN for this amazing opportunity to learn and grow, as a Library,
and to offer our community new adventures in creativity and education.
Thank you.
Heather Ogilvie
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Innovation Grant Report
Due August 15

Library: Beulah Elementary School
Project Manager: Sherry Roughton
Phone: (850) 941-6180 Ext. 228

Email: sroughton@escambia.k12.fl.us

Name of Project: Minecrafting in the Library
Grant Amount received: $4,159.00

Local Matching funds expended: N/A

Brief Description of the Project: The purpose of this project was to utilize the
Minecraft Edu software as a tool to engage students in a creative and collaborative
environment. The students would work together with other students to create and
design story elements in a virtual Minecraft World.
Description of the steps or process for implementing the project: I received
the funds for this grant at the beginning of April. It took most of the month to get
the equipment and software ordered, delivered, and setup. Unfortunately, this did
not leave us very much time to use it before school dismissed for the summer on
May 26. Partnerships were formed between 2nd grade and 5th grade students. The
5th graders first had to familiarize the younger students on how to play Minecraft
using a laptop instead of a gaming device. Then, they were able to start creating
their virtual world. The students would read a book together that they were both
already familiar with, like a fairy tale, then re-create that setting and storyline in
Minecraft. They would then share their story with other groups of students within
their class. We are also able to use the laptops for other purposes in the Library
since we are short on equipment
Impact/benefits for the Library and its users resulting from the project:
The biggest impact that we noticed from having Minecraft in the Library was the
excitement of the students. The ones that were chosen to participate were very
eager to read their books knowing that they were going to be using the Minecraft
software afterwards. Students that were not part of the group were practically
begging to get selected. I already have students asking me this school year, when
am I going to start the Minecraft groups.
Anecdotal feedback from staff and library users about the project and its
benefits:
“The potential is very widespread. It encompasses skills from writing, math, and

problem solving, in addition to Reading Comprehension.” -Library Admin Clerk
“I was skeptical at first to see how this was going to be beneficial in the Library.
But, after seeing my reluctant readers excited about going to the Library and
reading books, I was a believer.” -2nd Grade Teacher
“I love Minecraft and I love being able to help the 2nd grade students with Reading.”
-5th Grade Student

Innovation Grant Report
Due August 15

Library: Bratt Elementary
Project Manager:Laura Smith
Phone:850-327-7137
Email:lsmith4@escambia.k12.fl.us
Name of Project: Innovation Stations
Grant Amount received: $1538.00

Local Matching funds expended: None

During the 2015-2016 school year, Bratt Elementary Media Center
introduced the use of Innovation Stations for students in all grade levels.
These stations are used alternately with reading activities during scheduled
class visits. The stations for 3rd – 5th graders include a Design Studio where
students design their own video game with the gamestar mechanic computer
program on laptop computers, a Tinker Lab where students take apart and
put together a discarded computer CPU, construct a battery run motor, and
design and build electric circuitry gadgets. Stations for younger students in
grades Pre-K – 2nd, include building with legos, blocks, dominoes, Velcro
shapes, and magnets, listening story station, magazine reading station,
puzzle station, and magnetic marble maze design.
After being awarded a PLAN (Panhandle Library Access Network) grant of
$1538.00 in December 2016, the library purchased two iPads with ozobot
coding kits, Snap Circuits, Electronics Kit, Squishy Circuits Kit, littleBits
Electronics Base Kit, and Snap Circuits Jr. Kit to be used by all grade levels
in the Innovation Stations.
Students are highly motivated to complete their library assignments so they
can enjoy the innovation stations. Teachers are frequently inquiring if it is
their class’ turn for stations.
Bratt Library plans to add more “Creative” stations during the 2016-2017
school year including weaving, drawing, and photography.

Innovation Grant Report
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Library: Franklin County Public Library
Project Manager: Anne Birchwell
Phone: 850-670-8151

Email:fcplabirchwell@gmail.com

Name of Project Increased Vision for the Future
Grant Amount received: $3,795

Local Matching funds expended: $0

Description of Project
The Franklin County community is diverse even with the small population. The library is the
perfect place for those seeking services who have disabilities that do not know where to
look. With the addition of the Davinci Pro CCTV with speech, the seniors and low
vision/blind community have a place to read, research, read mail, or have written materials
read to them. The Davinci Pro offers multilingual choices as a resource. It could be used as
a tool for those learning to read or learn a different language.
Description of Steps for Implementation
The steps were relatively easy after being awarded the grant through PLAN. I contacted the
Enhanced Vision Company www.EnhancedVision.com and was able to order the newest
version of the Davinci Pro CCTV. The expected date of delivery would be 30 to 60 days
from the date of the order.
When the equipment was received, a representative of the company came out to set it up
and educate the staff. She spent a couple of hours showing us the capabilities of this
equipment and how it could be used.
I contacted the Lighthouse of the Big Bend staff and expressed that we have the equipment
available for use and training. We met with two different program coordinators who were
thrilled that there is something available to their clients. They discussed a difficulty making
consistent visits to the library, but they would be using the equipment with their clients.
Impact and Benefits for the Library
The Lighthouse of the Big Bend work with children, teens, adults, and seniors who require
alternative solutions to their vision needs. They travel throughout Franklin and the
neighboring counties working with this population. The Davinci Pro CCTV at Franklin County
Public Library in Eastpoint has become the draw for Evelyn Worley and her clients. She is

the Director of Curriculum and Professional Development. With very little assistance from
staff, she and her clients used the read-back (OCR) feature and used the screen for several
different size of fonts.
The most consistent impact for Franklin County Public Library was the initial visit made by a
low vision young man, Grant Smith. Grant is a Franklin County School recent graduate,
who loves to read and especially enjoys materials from Disney. His coordinator, Stacie
Davis assisted him with learning how to use the Davinci Pro. It took some time to learn
how to use the read-back feature or OCR, but once he had it down, he was able to use it
without assistance! His mother stated that finding places that offer him opportunities to be
independent are scarce. We started a weekly time for him to come to the library to use the
Davinci Pro! It has been a pleasure to see him select a book and either read it himself or
use the OCR feature.
Feedback from users and Staff
Each individual stated that they wished they could own one for their own home. They also
said that although it took a little while to learn how to use it, it was worth the effort.

The staff and volunteers are so happy when they see people using this equipment.

Innovation Grant Report
Due August 15

Library: Fort Walton Beach Library
Project Manager: Tricia Gould
Phone: 850-833-9590

Email:pgould@fwb.org

Name of Project: Digital Media Lab
Grant Amount received: $6,670

Local Matching funds expended: $4,670

City of Fort Walton Beach
America’s Most Beautiful Beaches
Recreational and Cultural Services Department—Library Division
185 Miracle Strip Parkway, SE * Fort Walton Beach, FL 32548
(850) 833-9590 * Fax (850) 833-9659 * TDD (850) 833-9925* E-mail – library@fwb.org

The Fort Walton Beach Library Digital Media Lab is designed to provide the community with
space and equipment for collaboration and the creation of digital content. The lab includes
600 sq. feet of space for presentations, group projects, and creative activities.
With specialized equipment purchased with the Panhandle Library Access Network
Innovation Grant, students and entrepreneurs will be able to create digital content in the
form of photographs, video, and audio.
In preparation for the project, we surveyed various business groups, including our
Downtown Merchants Association, to gauge their interest in future use of the resource.
Response was overwhelmingly positive.
As a result of the PLAN Innovation Grant, the library’s “History Room” was transformed from
a collection of genealogy materials, old reference books, and underutilized study tables into
a modern space designed to fill the needs of tech-savvy students and business people.
In advance of making equipment purchases, we visited media instructors at our academic
and vocational high schools. The teachers were excited about our plans and promised to
refer students to the lab for media projects when in-school resources are not available.

We also visited the Destin Library, which completed a similar project last year. Their lab is
PC-based, which confirmed our decision to purchase an iMac for editing. Between our two
libraries, this provides the community at large with a choice of operating systems for their
work.
Many of our Summer Reading kids used our Nikon Coolpix cameras to shoot photos of their
program activities. Some of our Summer Reading sessions were about technology and
science and so digital photography fit perfectly in that theme. For some kids, it was the first
real camera they’d ever used. Several of the resulting photographs are being displayed for
the public on our digital display at our circulation desk.
We shot a promotional video of our Children’s Librarian’s upcoming “Cooking with Stories”
after-school series that will begin this Fall.
Those who have toured the lab thus far include:
*The president of our local video production club and head of “Make A Scene” production
company.
*Various city staff, including our public information officer, as well as members of the fire
and police departments interested in creating public service announcements and training
videos for the public and their departments.
*Teens attending library events and programs.
*Various city officials.
*A representative of our local photography club.
A ribbon cutting event has been scheduled for Wednesday, August 31 st in conjunction with
the Downtown Merchants Association meeting held here each month. Invitations have gone
out to more than 50 stakeholders in the community, resulting in several phone calls
inquiring about the lab, including a call from the Executive Director of our local Venture
Hive, which supports veterans interested in starting their own business.
The start of the school year will provide us with many more opportunities to reach out to
students who can earn volunteer hours teaching others to use the equipment and software.
Future marketing efforts include:
1. Presentations for local photography and videography clubs.
2. An appearance on the local “Okaloosa Today” television show, scheduled for
August 30th.
3. Outreach to the high school media club and classes.
4. Outreach to the University of West Florida and Northwest Florida State College
media students and classes.
The equipment list that users will be issued upon booking the lab is attached to this report
for your information. Room policies and a waiver form will also be provided to users.
To sustain and grow the lab:
1. Recommendations will be garnered from early users regarding additional
equipment and software.
2. Library staff will track usage and activities to best support the most popular
activities. Will photography, audio, or videography be most in demand in our
area? And what equipment will best support these activities as needs and
technology change over time?
3. In addition to annual budget dollars, the library’s Harvey Trust fund may be used
to purchase additional equipment and replacements in the future.

Some quotes:
Jo Soria, FWB PIO: “This is so cool. And this gives all the city employees, including
me, a place to do some quality work. And it’s available to everyone in the city.”
RJ Murdock, of Production Services Association of Northwest Florida: “Our members
will definitely want to know that this is available. Sometimes they have a project and just
don’t know where to go.”
Kaylyn Witt, library staff member: “My anime club members will be all over the
green screen equipment. They’ll have fun with that.”
One excited teen when he saw the lights and tripods: “Oh, dude.”
Summary: The installation of the Fort Walton Beach Library Digital Media Lab is just the first
step toward our long-term goal to bring modern media resources to our citizens. The PLAN
Innovation Grant was instrumental in providing the funds to begin the project and in
garnering city buy-in for an extensive financial commitment that will benefit citizens for
years to come.

FWB Media Lab Equipment List
(Because of inherent difficulties with sending and sharing large files over the internet, media lab users are
encouraged to bring their own memory-storage equipment in order to access to their own projects after completion. In
some cases, projects can be saved to iCloud or similar online storage utility for later access. Projects will be saved on
library equipment for a VERY limited time)

Lights
*Genaray LED 3 light set with adjustable stands.
Polaroid Light kit with Lightbox

*Light diffusers, including umbrella, color correction filter kit, socks.
*Backdrop support with backdrops— green/blue screen, gray, white, natural wood grain.
Cameras
1.*Panasonic Lumix G7- shoots high def photos and 4K video - for use only upon approval of library director. Does
not leave building unless in possession of library staff.
includes 2 lenses (25 mm and 14-42 kit telephoto lens), shutter remote control, external flash, attachable microphone,
high-speed memory card, lens filter, case.
2.*Canon Vixia HFR500 camera for video and still photography. Okay for all lab users.
3.Nikon Coolpix S33 Blue (2) waterproof and shockproof camera- may be used around library. May be checked out
and used outdoors under certain circumstances. Also approved for use by children with supervision.

*IMac computer. Exclusively for editing video, photos, and audio. All files must be saved on external drives.
Computer and desk may not be moved for any reason without librarian supervision. Some experience with
Apple software and Macs is recommended.
External 1 TB DRive
USB Hub for additional equipment (any additional outside equipment must be approved by librarian.)
Mouse, Keyboard
USB multi-card reader (uploads with approval only)
LG 8X DVDRW MDisc External DVD Burner

Dell Windows 10 Laptop with Ethernet connection to library staff network— for use by library staff only.
(Limited editing capability)

Dell Windows 10 Laptop with Wifi capability. (Limited editing capability)
Sound Equipment
Dynamic USB Microphones (2)
Pop Filter
Audio Technica Pro-studio headphones
AKG Pro headphones
Polsen Omni directional Lav Microphones (clip-on) (2)
*Boom Mic Stand
*Focusrite Scarlett 616 USB Audio Interface (recommend viewing instructional videos prior to appointment)
Logitech computer speakers with Subwoofer (can be used with projector)

*Sound isolation booth/room divider — For creating voice audio recordings with higher quality
sound, minimizing sounds from outside and HVAC.

Lightbox— isolates products and items for closeup photography. Lights enhance the item for posting on Ebay,
Etsy or business websites. If additional light is needed, users may utilize Genaray lights in addition to small kit lights
only after lab orientation.

Viewsonic HDMI-ready digital projector. Use only with approval of library director.

Assorted tripods and “selfie” equipment for supporting a variety of personal cameras and
smartphones in conjunction with our studio lights and backdrops. Users are encouraged to use their own
photographic equipment and/or bring in files for enhancing and editing as desired.

Assorted photo and video editing software as purchased and installed.
*Users must undergo lab orientation and sign the waiver before use of equipment.

Innovation Grant Report
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Library: Northwest Regional Library System
Project Manager: Gerard Giordano
Phone: 850 522-2106

Email: ggiordano@nwrls.com

Name of Project: Tablets to Go
Grant Amount received: $3,600.00

Local Matching funds expended: NA

Project Description:
This grant enabled the NWRLS to determine the demand for a device lending
service in rural Gulf and Liberty County libraries and to develop effective policies
and training procedures. Providing Kindles for borrowing provides access to
technology to people who cannot afford a device or who seek to learn how the
technology works. The advent of e-books and tablet devices has presented many
challenges for libraries trying to incorporate the format into their collections and
services. The popularity of “tablets” as way to accommodate delivery of e-books as
well as other information resources, has become very popular with the public and
Northwest Regional Library System used this grant to explore the issues and
logistics of offering circulating tablets. Here are some of the questions NRWLS
sought to answer in this phase of the Tablets to Go! Project:


Will tablets stand up to the rigors of library usage as a viable and economical
way to offer our service to the public?
How do you catalog a tablet in a way that is most useful to the public?
Resources acquired and funds expended under this grant:
1. 15 - Fire Tablets, 7" Display, Wi-Fi, 8 GB tablets, protective cases, and
screen protectors $1,102.67
2. Preloaded content $2, 497.33
Process for Implementing the Project
 Staff: Current library staff at Bay County Public Library (3) who were
involved in the initial phase of the pilot project prepared the devices for
circulation and advised, discussed and trained staff in Gulf and Liberty
counties on the proper procedure for checkout and resetting the device upon










return.
The first seven new devices, designated for use in Gulf and Liberty counties,
were added to the original collection of three other Kindle devices available
for check out from Bay County Public Library. They were cataloged (so that
patrons can see a list of pre-loaded titles within the online catalog),
registered with Amazon.com, and loaded with content before being placed
into circulation. Eight more devices were added in late June that were
preloaded with titles of interest to children and young adults. These units
were differentiated from the adult units by color and content. The juvenile
units were orange and YA units were purple to allow staff to easily tell which
unit was intended for a particular age group.
All units were locked down with parental controls to prevent purchases from
the library’s account, changes in the configuration of the devices, permanent
alteration of content, etc.
The configuration of the young adult units differed from the adult units only
in the content that was pre-downloaded to them.
The juvenile units were initially tailored for use through activation of
Amazon’s Kindle FreeTime app. This was done to simplify the interface with
the device for young users and to provide direct access to age appropriate
resources.
The new pilot program was introduced to the public via press release to local
print and social media and through the library webpage and current events
publications.
Since the grants inception: a) Usage was monitored on the library’s ILS
system to determine demand in Gulf and Liberty Counties; b) User feedback
was sought to improve usability of the devices and pre-loaded content; c)
Policies and procedures were evaluated and adjusted as needed to ensure
maximum benefit to intended target group.

Impact/benefits for the library and its users resulting from the project


Usage Statistics: The total number of Kindle units used in the pilot program
for Gulf and Liberty county libraries was 15: 7 adult, 4 children’s and 4 young
adult units. As in Bay County, Kindle units in Gulf and Liberty counties were
popular items. Check periods are 3 weeks with renewals allowed if there is
no waiting list. During the 22 week test period (February 19-July 31, 2016)
they circulated 37 times. The average was 5 checkouts per unit. The
children and young adult units were activated on June 29th, 2016 and were
monitored through July 31, 2016- approximately 4 weeks. They circulated 9
times. The average circulation per unit for these 1 per unit.

Tablet to Go! Kindle Fire Usage
February 16-August 1, 2016 Total
Circulations 46
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Figure 1 Kindle usage by unit in Gulf & Liberty counties.



From time to time, a reserve list was necessary to accommodate demand for
the units by placing patrons on a reserve list.

Feedback from Staff and Library Users about the Project and Its Benefits


Though late in the program, the expansion of the project to include juvenile
and young adult oriented units was prompted by requests from the public
and was generally well received.









One unit was damaged in Gulf County. The display was damaged when a
staff person dropped it, resulting in a line of red pixels across the screen.
The unit was still fully functional. The damage was noted on the library’s ILS
and it was returned to circulation. Another unit experienced problems with
software that required users to enter a password to unlock the screen and
required correction.
Parental controls were used to restrict access the Amazon Store for the
purpose of purchasing of unauthorized materials. To further protect the
library from possible security breaches, no credit card was authorized on the
account. Instead, gift cards with relatively small amounts of funds were used
thereby limiting the library’s potential to lose money through fraud.
A tablet/reader, while cataloged as part of the library’s collection, presents
problems if staff attempt to treat these devises as just another item in the
library holdings. Consider how the Fire units were handled by the library
initially: Each tablet was cataloged as if it were a collection of works by
multiple authors, such as short story collection. At first, tablets were loaded
with only a dozen or so titles shared between 3 units. With the advent of the
PLAN grant, the number of units grew to 18 (system wide) and available
titles soon numbered in the hundreds. In order to display complete holdings
catalog records attempted to list all of the items resulting extremely lengthy
item records that were not very practical. A better approach might be to
consider each tablet device as a virtual library, complete with Internet
access. Amazon allows all devices on an account to view the entire library.
From there it is necessary to download a selection to the device in order to
access it. Most new materials as well as most still under copyright have a six
item download limit. Rather than downloading as many titles as possible to a
device, a manageable number of bestselling or popular items could be
downloaded to a device so that they will be available to persons who
checkout that particular device. Older items can be left in the “library” and
downloaded by whomever wishes, up to the six allowed. After a unit is
checked in, those older items not assigned to that device can be returned to
the virtual library for others on the account to download to their checked out
devices. It may be advantageous for a library system to have multiple
accounts (if allowed) to accommodate different locations and/or age or
interest groups. For example: having a separate account for juvenile level
materials would allow a library to use Amazon’s FreeTime without the need to
switch between adult and juvenile profiles on a unit.
One of the issues that was encountered with Amazon was an apparent
ambivalence on their policy regarding how many copies of a particular item
may be used by any one account. An account holder may have an unlimited
number of Kindle units registered to it. However, as a rule of thumb, an
account holder may only download six copies (unless otherwise specified) of
a new, recent or popular title. This is the cause of some confusion due to the
fact that only six copies of a title may be in use at one time regardless of
how many devices are registered. The obvious solution would be to purchase
more “copies” or use licenses of a title, however when Amazon was not
specific about whether or not this could be done. The library did purchase
“second copies” of a few items and they did seem to allow for more than the





customary six downloads. Interestingly, after doing this, the initial copy,
disappeared from the “manage your content and devices” section of the
library’s account but the copies were apparently still accessible.
When the juvenile Kindle units and titles were purchased it was decided that
using the Amazon FreeTime app would be advantageous as it would present
the younger users with a simplified interface and age appropriate titles and
applications. Unfortunately, it was discovered that setting up a profile for a
juvenile user caused all 18 units to require a pin number to access either the
adult or juvenile profile on every device. This became unworkable and the
library discontinued using FreeTime and eliminated the profile. The better
solution would have been to create a different account for the juvenile users.
This way the profile would be on all the units but wouldn’t matter as only
juvenile users would be in possession of the items. Unfortunately, Amazon
policies did not allow us to refund the purchase of titles after seven days nor
do they permit transfer of gift card funds from one account to another. The
library was therefore unable to rectify this issue immediately.
By the conclusion of the grant period it was evident that while it is viable for
a public library such as Northwest Regional Library System to offer preloaded
tablets for circulation the available formats, specifically Kindle units through
Amazon, present some barriers that must be overcome, such as:
1. Amazon’s lack of clarity on policies such as the ability of individual
accounts to purchase multiple “Kindle versions” of a particular title or
even how many accounts an individual may have for the purpose of
managing content make it difficult to establish policies that ensure that
the library is compliant with its contractual obligations as an Amazon
account holder.
2. Kindle accounts are designed to be used by individuals who desire to
share content with each other. This is not a desirable feature in terms
of user privacy and library security. Without strict “tweaking” of the
parental controls feature on Fire units, all units share whatever any
individual chooses to download. Conversely, this offers little privacy
for library users wishing to keep their choices to themselves.
Additionally, they have access to the Amazon Store and device
settings, unless restricted through use of parental controls. Kindles
display all purchases on an account in a library at the main menu on
every device. All titles are potentially available to all units on that
account, up to the six allowable downloads at a time for most titles.
3. Kindle readers are somewhat proprietary with respect to library
subscription e-book/audiobook subscription services. For example:
Northwest Regional Library System’s Overdrive users accessing
selections from that service must access their choices through the
Kindle library feature, requiring library users to have an Amazon
account. This adds an extra step to using the Overdrive service and
compels people who would not otherwise have an Amazon account to
create one.
4. The Kindle Library through Amazon is restricted primarily to print
material. Library’s wishing to offer preloaded audio book selections are

required to create an account through Amazon’s Audible service, for a
fee.
5. When the library purchases a title through Amazon, they do not
actually own the title. Instead they have purchased permission to use
the specified number of downloads as per Amazon’s rules, which are
subject to change and which allow Amazon to revoke the right to use
any given title and place restrictions on accounts up to and including
suspension.
The need to consume staff time creating work arounds and reconfiguring individual
units both as they are acquired and upon return from checkout as well as vague
policy and unsettled legal issues in dealing with vendors such as Amazon may make
some institutions wary of devoting the resources required to maintain such a
program for the public. Nevertheless, the Northwest Regional Library System has
experienced an interest in these devices as library resources from the public
sufficient to consider continuing the program. Going forward, some of the
recommendations to library administration include:








Limiting the number of pre-downloaded titles per unit to a manageable
number of bestselling and current materials. Place older acquisitions in the
account library to be downloaded by the public at their discretion.
Deregister the juvenile and YA units and place them in separate accounts
that enable those users to have items tailored for those interest groups by
taking advantage the Amazon FreeTime app.
Try to get clarification on vendor polices so as to determine how best to
manage multiple account and multiple purchases of usage licenses.
Network with other library systems that are attempting to incorporate ereading device checkouts in their libraries.
Explore emerging alternatives to single user oriented account style systems
such as Amazon’s Kindle model. For example: The Playaway Lock
(http://playaway.com/lock/) is a pre-loaded, locked down tablet that a
library may subscribe to, thus eliminating the issues and staff time
associated with single user accounts.
While library services such as Overdrive offer audiobooks selections in a
search and download format, the library also needs a way to offer users
preloaded audiobooks in addition to preloaded print materials similar to the
preloaded content offered through Amazon.

Figure 2 Photo of Kindle Fire units available for check-out used in a press release.

Innovation Grant Report
Library: R. C. Lipscomb Elementary School Library/Innovation Center
Project Manager: Melissa Dorsett
Name of Project: Making Spaces to Create Imaginative and Innovative Students
Grant Amount Received: $1,968.00
Email: mdorsett@escambia.k12.fl.us
Description of Project: My vision for this project was to offer stimulating makerspace stations
for all children, kindergarten through fifth grade. The funds I had at our school are limited and
receiving the grant was the only way to do this. I wanted to provide a variety of makerspaces in
the fields of science, technology, engineering, arts and math and this grant allowed me to do this.
Steps for implementing this Project: First of all, I had researched several makerspace articles and
sites before I wrote my grant so I knew exactly what I was ordering. As soon as the money was
received, I ordered the ipads, the Osmo Genius kits, Keva contraptions, snap circuits and
Cublets. I immediately set up stations throughout the library and when the children came in, I
assigned small groups to each station. I kept a record of the stations they went to and rotated the
groups to all stations this spring so that all would have different experiences.
Impact/Benefits for the Library and its users resulting from the project:
Children seem more excited about coming to the library and they were happy with each station
that was established. Some children do not explore at home, but they were given the opportunity
at this time. I recently conducted a children’s survey of services the library provides. One
question was ‘What I really like about our library’ and the children had options to choose from.
Ninety-eight percent chose makerspaces.
Usage Statistics: I have 27 classes come to the library one week and the following week 24
classes come to the library. Since late January when I received the makerspace stations, they
have been used every day with all grade levels and classes. I have set up stations for building,
snap circuits using electricity, the Osmo game with tangrams, and the cublets which introduce
children to the world of robotics. The only station I have differentiated with the older and the
younger students is the Cublets. I determined the younger students weren’t ready yet for robotics,
but I will explore that decision this summer.
Plans for next year are to start the year with the makerspaces.
Anecdotal Feedback from Staff and Students- I also surveyed our teachers using Survey
Monkey. One question asked how teachers felt about makerspaces. One response that I received
was “My students enjoy the maker spaces. I feel that it is allowing them to explore engineering
concepts that they may not have experience before. Another teacher wrote “I love it as do my
students. It is a super opportunity for them to do something hands on, yet not mindless.They are
still thinking and are engaged throughout at each center.” One of my fifth grade boys, Aiden H.,

wrote that his personal favorite makerspace was the cublets. Samantha L. agreed with Aiden, but
really liked the Osmo station with the tangrams.
I am most appreciative of the PLAN grant that allowed me to provide makerspaces for the
Lipscomb children so they could explore interests that they never knew they had.

Library: Oakcrest Elementary
Project Manager: Michelle Lingo
Phone: 850-595-6980

Email: mlingo@escambia.k12.fl.us

Name of Project: Steaming ahead in the education world by going “green”
Grant Amount Received: $3,600.00

Description of Project: Our goal for this project was to create a green screen
room equipped with current technology to assist our school to “STEAM” ahead in
the education world. Our students, teachers and community members have been
involved in presenting science experiments, historical debates, book character
traits, video blogging, math activities as well as text based evidence responses.
Implementing green screen technology has transported our Oakcrest students to
another location and time. The possibilities have been endless and have been
used at each grade level.
Description of steps or process/process: Once the funding arrived, the
equipment was ordered through Amazon and that is when the fun began. Our
district technology and community members gave assistance in completing the
set up of the project. 3rd through 5th grade students were meeting prior to the
green screen as a technology group to get familiar with the app and the use of the
IPADS. This team of students meets 3 times a week to collaborate and plan
exciting activities and demonstrations to share with the entire student body.
Their lessons many times coincide with our curriculum so it occasionally is used as
a review tool. The green screen room is student driven with supervision from the
media specialist
Impact/Benefits: The team work, effort and excitement that is displayed on the
students faces each time gives a huge indication that this has been an extremely
beneficial project for our school. The students have been taken to new heights,
have put aside their fears of technology and have discovered new and thrilling
things that they never thought could be brought to life. As the leader of the
group, I have had to come out of my comfort zone and have expanded my horizon

on the knowledge and benefits of having a green screen technology room. The
older students have also started mentoring the younger students and teaching
them what they know and preparing them for when they arrive at the older
grades.
Usage statistics: The grant was designed for 3rd through 5th grade students to be
on a technology team and to be trained. The upcoming students are eagerly
anticipating to be involved on this new team. The green screen room has inspired
more and more students to step up and out to try new things.
Feedback: “Every time I meet with my technology group, it is the best day of my
week.” Jayden
“I LOVE getting to show off my skills to the entire school.” Unique
“Seeing my students collaborate and try new things that impact the entire
student body is exciting as a teacher.” Sara, 4th grade teacher
“It is so much fun trying new things and getting to learn all about green screen
and technology.” Summer
“Thank you PLAN for providing this opportunity for our students, the impact is
priceless and I can’t wait to see what their future holds.” Michelle, Media
Specialist

Innovation Grant Report
Due August 19

Library: Santa Rosa County School District (SRCSD)
Project Manager: Natasha Godwin on behalf of Mike Thorpe (Vickie Beagle’s
successor)
Phone: 850-983-5100
Email: godwinn@santarosa.k12.fl.us
Name of Project: Two-year subscription to World Book eBooks
Grant Amount received: $8,370
Local Matching funds expended: $930 (10% match)

Attach a report of your project which includes:
Project Description
With the help of the PLAN Innovation Grant, the Santa Rosa County School District
(SRCSD) purchased a two-year subscription to World Book eBooks in 2014. The
World Book eBooks collection includes beautifully illustrated, engaging titles that
contain such multimedia features as videos, audio, and games. Subscribers to
World Book eBooks receive 24/7 unlimited simultaneous access to the entire
collection, enabling school librarians to offer World Book eBooks at all times to all
users––no holds or waiting.
Impact/Benefits
The eBooks may be accessed from any Internet-ready computer (laptops and
desktops), as well as popular mobile devices tablets including the iPad, Google
Nexus 7, Samsung Galaxy Note Android devices, Mac Books, and Nook devices. All
titles support the EPUB3 standard, the accepted global distribution format for ebooks developed by the International Digital Publishing Forum.
The collection offers curriculum-correlated titles from several series, including
Animal Lives, Building Blocks of Mathematics, Building Blocks of Science, Early
Peoples, Explore the Universe, Inventions and Discoveries, Learning Ladders, Living

Green, and Trek’s Travels, with new titles being uploaded to the site on an ongoing
basis. When our subscription began, there were 156 sole source World Book titles
and 792 open source titles. There are now 338 sole source World Book titles and
1535 open source titles.
Ebooks typically cost an average of $20 - $25 per book—with no district discounts
offered. Due to this prohibitive pricing, schools in our district have been able to
purchase very few eBooks for school library programs. World Book’s yearly
subscription model gave us the opportunity to provide unlimited simultaneous
access to 170 proprietary eBooks (now 338 titles) for approximately 26,500
students at 30 locations--24/7, with no holds or waiting at a cost of $9,300 a year.
Using the traditional pricing model, World Book’s content would have cost us about
$120,000 a year! This Innovation Grant has expanded access to eBooks for SRCSD
students in a big way.
Project Implementation Timeline (Steps/Process)
Viewed Demonstration of World Book eBooks

8/18/2014

Extended Trial of World Book eBooks Began

8/21/2014

E-mail announcement of Trial
8/25/2014
(See attached “NEW Teaching Resource! World Book eBooks.”)
3,500 Visits to World Book eBooks

8/25/2014

Initiated LDAP Authentication for SSO

8/25/2014

Submitted PLAN Innovative Grant Application

9/30/2014

LDAP for Single-Sign on Complete

10/13/2014

World Book eBooks Training for LMSs

10/16/2014

Notice of PLAN Innovative Grant Funding of $8,370

12/2/2014

Subscription officially added for World Book eBooks

12/9/2014

Added icons and links for World Book eBooks to website

12/9/2014

Began Adding World Book eBook MARC record to Destiny 12/10/2014
E-mail announcement of Subscription
12/12/2014
(See attached “Subscription to NEW Teaching Resource! World Book eBooks.”)
Natasha Trained Teachers at Jay Elementary

1/28/2015

Natasha Trained District Teachers at Professional Development Center

6/22-23/2015
Added World Book eBooks to ClassLink for SSO

2/17/2016

Usage Statistics (at bottom)
Anecdotal feedback from staff and students about the project and its
benefits
“The addition of World Book eBooks has provided our students with much greater
access to learning and knowledge outside the boundaries of school location and
time. There is even an app available to download titles on a device to read later, for
students who do not have internet access while away from school.”
--Natasha Godwin, MLS
Instructional Technology Specialist
Professional Development Center
“I showed this resource to my teachers last year. The eBooks were placed within
my circulation, so it made it easy for the teachers to locate the resources as they
were already familiar with Destiny. I taught the students in a lesson how to access
and use the resources for the eBooks for class use as well as special assignments
such as Science Fair and book reports. As long as we have had World Book as a
resource for our district, I have taught our students the benefits of its accessibility
to current information. World Book eBooks allowed me to expand my library in a
way that I was not financially able. It is a tremendous resource for school and home
and I will continue to teach its benefits here at my new home.”
--Brenda Brosnaham, Media Specialist
Jay Elementary School
“My students used World Book eBooks to research about the Industrial Revolution
and various historic figures up through World War II! The resource is easily
accessible and provides concise, kid-friendly information that helps start students in
a research project. The entire web is oftentimes overwhelming with the amount of
information that may or may not be reliable. World Book provides accurate and
trustworthy information to help students in their quest for learning.”
--Jennifer Fey, 5th Grade Teacher
Holley-Navarre Intermediate School
“Our teachers love World Book eBooks and so do our students. Second grade does
a lot of research and the reference books have been a great, reliable tool for
student use. I love it as a teaching tool as well. Having an electronic version is so
nice because it gets used where the big clunky books sat and collected dust
because they were out of date so quickly.”
--Selina Walker, Media Specialist
S.S. Dixon Primary School

“World Book eBooks are a fantastic resource for our K-2 kids. The topics are
wonderfully diverse and well presented. The images are my favorites, bright and
detailed, often with sound added. The page layouts are appealing and the user
interface is very friendly. These ebooks are great for either individual reading and
research or large-group presentation and discussion. A real gem in our resource
collection!”
--Jan Macauley, Media Specialist
Holley Navarre Primary School, a Florida Power-Library School
“World Book ebooks engaging and informative for students.”
--Jacque Wiscaver, Media Specialist
Hobbs Middle School
“When the students of one grade level are working on planet projects and reports,
the World Book eBooks are a tremendous resource that students can access at
school and home! I couldn't keep enough planet books on the library shelves so I
am grateful for the World Book eBooks!
Some of our advanced readers have read World Book eBook original classics that
we do not have in our elementary school library. We have a home-schooled
student who is looking forward to reading the World Book eBook classics this year!”
--Mary McMahon, Media Specialist
Oriole Beach Elementary School

Innovation Grant Report
Due August 15

Library: O.J. Semmes Elementary
Project Manager: Natasha Burton
Phone: 850-595-6975

Email: nburton@escambia.k12.fl.us

Name of Project: Virtual Realty in Academics (MineCraftedu)
Grant Amount received: $2700

Local Matching funds expended: 0

Our Innovation Center/Library is buzzing with excitement! MineCraftedu is our new
addition to the Innovation Center. MineCraftedu is a video game that allows
students to use their imagination to display lessons taught in the classroom in an
innovative way. The video game is part of our Genius Lab were students come to
express their interests in various formats. This project has been very beneficial to
our students by providing a more creative outlet for them to learn. Students that
are struggling with reading are now excited about reading because they get to use
MineCraftedu to summarize the story or create the setting and many other story
elements. Teachers are excited also because the students are engaged in the
lesson. I am including a survey that shows the usage statistics and feedback from
the students. You will also find screenshots of the creations by students in
MineCraftedu. Thanks for this opportunity to make learning fun for our students.
The project is a huge success and will continue to be again this new school year.

Innovation Grant Report
Due August 19

Library: Warrington Middle School
Project Manager: Sara Ratliff
Phone: 850-453-7440 ext. 240

Email: sratliff@escambia.k12.fl.us

Name of Project: Mine(craft)ing for Knowledge
Grant Amount received: $461.00

Local Matching funds expended: $0

MinecraftEdu quickly become the most popular makerspace in the school library
when it became available to students this past school year. Students were able to
come to the library during research classes/lunch to play Minecraft as a single
player or play multiplayer with their classmates on the desktop computers in the
library. To create this makerspace, a Minecraft server and 30 user licenses were
purchased and installed on the library computers.
As students became more familiar with MinecraftEdu, I started a MinecraftEdu club
for all grades. Students joined a Minecraft Google Classroom where they could
communicate with other students. Every Friday, students in the club visited the
library during their research class to play a different multiplayer world with different
settings. They could provide feedback and suggestions about the world in the
Google Classroom. Language arts classes also had an opportunity to complete a
Minecraft project for class. Teachers brought their classes for three separate class
periods to complete the project. Students were given a plot of land in a Minecraft
world and had to build the setting for a story that they had recently read. Students
crafted signs in front of their structures with their names and story titles so that
they could share their work with others. Student loved being able to help each
other and see how their imaginations could bring a setting to life. (See attached
photos for student work).
The library became very busy after the addition of Minecraft. All 30 computers
were occupied by Minecraft club during the three research periods every Friday. If
there was not an available computer, students had the option to partner with
another student or check out some of the Minecraft guides and fictional books.
Student could also play Minecraft at other times if they had passes from their
teachers. Once students became excited about Minecraft, they were more open to
utilizing the library for resources, such as checking out books and trying out
different makerspaces.

ne seventh grader commented that, “Minecraft club is a really fun and exciting way
to release my stress and worries. It is really fun because sometimes we all play
together.”

Innovation Grant Report
Due August 19

Library: Booker T. Washington High School Innovation Center
Project Manager: Alisha Wilson
Phone:850-475-5257
Email: awilson3@escambia.k12.fl.us
Name of Project: Exploring Language, History, and Science in 3D
Grant Amount received: $3,221
This grant money has been monumental in inspiring our students and staff with
creative learning possibilities. Our library usage this year went from a little over
12,000 to just shy of 24,000. With the PLAN grant money, we were able to
purchase a Lulzbot 3D printer, an HP Sprout computer, and a Silhouette Cameo for
our Spark Lab in our Innovation Center (library). Even though we received our
technology a month before school let out in April, the word of the new additions to
our library spread like wildfire. Within that short amount of time, we were able to
utilize all three pieces of technology to improve the library experience for our
students. We had over 500 students who were regular visitors to our Spark Lab,
which is the home for our new technology.
Lulzbot 3D Printer
Students began to drop in all the time asking, “Is it true we have a 3D printer?”
Students immediately started learning to design and print in 3D using TinkerCad
and Thingiverse websites. We even had the band members printing various reeds
for their musical instruments, and they worked! Students printed items for book
collage projects, a Shakespeare shadow box project on Macbeth, and even an art
altar box assignment. Many students printed items that were just special to them
and not associated with any class.
Future 3D printer plans include using the printer to make charms to support our
participation in the Florida Teens Read programs. Students receive a related charm
for each book they read on that list. Having this ability to print in 3D has made
finding fun, relevant charms that students will desire to collect very easy. Students
get to participate in the design process as well, which has been instrumental in
engaging students. This year, I would also like to use some of the Smithsonian
resources to print famous inventions of the past such as Galileo’s clock and have
students tinker with the design. I also plan to use 3D design as one of the elements
for an innovation program I am starting called Pokemon Spark. Students will
complete various tasks relating to making, robotics, circuitry, 3D design to earn
Pokemon printed with our very own 3D printer.

HP Sprout and Silhouette Cameo
These two items have added a tremendous amount to our Spark Lab. We held our
first annual Shakespeare festival in April. My library assistants worked with me to
create activities, games, food, music, and live demonstrations and performances to
make this event special for our students. The Silhouette Cameo and HP Sprout were
the reason we could make such large amounts of crafts so efficiently and easily.
With the program we were able to design and cut wearable crowns, masks, 3D
paper fairies for our crafting stations. This event never would have been possible or
affordable without these tools. Students also use the Cameo and Sprout to do their
own designing. Several students used these resources to make extravagant
Mother’s Day cards in May that rivaled Hallmark. This year, we plan to learn more
about both of these tools and delve into cutting vinyl to make mugs that advertise
our library program.

Student pictured with a reed he 3D printed.

A student printing a dice he designed using
Tinker Cad.

Students making crowns at our Shakespeare festival that were cut and designed
using the HP Sprout and Silhouette Cameo.

Students gearing up for our very first print using the HP Sprout and Lulzbot 3D
printer.

Students gathered around the 3D printer at lunch while library assistant Abby
explains what it’s doing.

Student
making a rose for our Shakespeare with pieces all cut and created with our
Silhouette Cameo.

the possibilities with our HP Sprout.

William exploring

Student Feedback
We live today in a world full of technology. As a former student at Booker T.
Washington High School I know how quickly things are changing thanks to the
opportunities I was granted by my schools library. When we first started
mentioning that we would get a hp sprout no one was really interested in it,
however when it was finally installed it was all the rage. I had students that used it
to color and draw, while others used its 3d camera to scan and design.it became so
popular that sometimes I would have to have a sign up sheet to keep track of who
was next. The silhouette cameo made its grand appearance during our Shakespeare

festival when it was used to cut out different sheets of crafts. It then became
especially popular around the holidays This was the case on mothers day. We had
at least a dozen orders places in a single thirty minute time frame. However the
ising on the cake would have to be the 3d printer. Not only did it grab the students
attention quickly but it made more people come to the library and participate in the
creation of the items that were 3d printed. As the item became more popular the
orders started poring in. We went from having 1 order a day to 15 by the end of
the week. As the weeks went by the popularity of the items became so immense
that we had a line to get into the spark lab where the items were stored. These
machines have made going to the library interesting and so much fun. It's like
stepping into the future.
-Alondra
(graduating senior, class of 2016)

Innovation Grant Report
Due August 15

Library: C.A. Weis Elementary
Project Manager: Jennifer Kemp
Phone: (850) 595-6888 X243

Email: jkemp@escambia.k12.fl.us

Name of Project: Dreammakers
Grant Amount received: $2000.00

Local Matching funds expended:

Project Description:
Third through fifth grade students had access to our new Makerspace within our
Innovation Center on a weekly basis with their class and also as individuals during
open Makerspace time.
In the Makerspace room students were taught how to safely use tools and
materials. Students completed teacher led projects as they learned safety and
procedures. Students then designed their own projects. Wood was by far the
medium of choice across the three grade levels involved. Other favorites were
paints, perler beads and fabrics. Our students flourished in the freedom to make
their own choices about what to use and how to use it.
Implementing the Project:
Feb 1-26: Students learned to use new tools and materials as they completed
teacher led projects. We polled students in January and had an overwhelming
number of students wish to build birdhouses.
Feb. 29-Mar 25: Students used books and websites to get ideas for their next
project. Students outlined the steps and drew diagrams of their proposed project.
Students consulted with teacher, media specialist, or art teacher. Plans were
revised as needed based on available materials and tools.
Feb. 15- May 20: Students implemented their own plans. As students finished
projects, new ideas were planned and created. Student projects took different
amounts of time. Some students chose to work in groups or pairs.

Apr. 5 : Maker Faire – Family event April 5, 5-7 pm. Families and community
members viewed projects students made and had the opportunity to tinker in the
Makerspace. Many parents had not used perler beads before and loved making
these designs. Students proudly gave parents a tour of this special room and
showed parents some of the tools they have learned to use.
June 18: We were fortunate to also receive a grant from Lowe’s this year. We used
the tools and materials from both grants to hold the Maker Saturday event. At
Maker Saturday, family members and students planned and created projects
together. We brought precut pieces of wood, a saw, extra lumber, and a wide
variety of other materials . Families made shelves, key holders, piggy banks, and
pencil holders together. Pizza Hut donated pizzas and one of our teachers donated
drinks. Families had a wonderful time working together.
Impact:
The Innovation Center is without a doubt the most popular area of the school.
Students who had never before been trusted with hot glue guns, hammers, hot
irons, and other tools became confident in their safe use. Students have never
before been given such freedom in choosing their projects. It took some getting
used to for many, but by the end of the project students were confidently telling us
what they would like to do and how they thought they could do it. Not all projects
worked. There were some fails, which is exactly what we wanted! Students had to
learn that painting on tissue paper may not give them the desired outcome. Nails
easily go in crooked if you don’t keep it straight. The needle needs to go through
both pieces of fabric to sew a pillow closed. These any many more valuable hands
on lessons were learned in our Makerspace this year. And with every mistake new
attempts were tried and confidence grew.
Usage Statistics:
Throughout the course of this project, approximately 75 third graders, 65 fourth
graders, and 60 fifth graders came to the Makerspace at least once a week. We also
had several mentors who came in to create with students each week. Our
Innovation Center was one of 11 in our school district recognized for excellence this
year!

Anecdotal Feedback:
Some of the things I heard students say in the Makerspace:
“I wish I could do this all day!”
“I love building!”
“I want to make something for my mom for Mother’s Day.”
“Can I make my mom a birthday present?”

Innovation Grant Report
Due August 15

Library: West Florida High School
Project Manager: Linda Quinn
Phone: 850.941.6221 ext. 2131

Email: lquinn@escambia.k12.fl.us

Name of Project: Innovate to Educate
Grant Amount received: $1690.00

Local Matching funds expended:

Innovate to educate is a project to take the Media Center to an
Innovation Center. The grant was used to purchase supplies
for our Innovation Center. Items purchased include conductive
technologies, Optics Experiments kit, Energy kit, several Little
Bits Electronics kits, two Elenco Snap Circuit kits, Arduino
Wearable Circuitry, supplies and a Chaos fractal program.
These items allow students to experiment with hands-on
activities in science, technology, engineering, art and math.
These items also help students develop critical thinking skills.
The purchased items were made available for students to use
in the Innovation Center. The boxes are housed on the shelves and students can
check out the contents for in-house use. The interactive wall using conductive
technologies will be completed next school year. Students created a sample display
(pictured) using the conductive technologies this year. Next year’s project will be
“If your art could talk, what would it say?” Students will paint small paintings and
connect them to sound tracks they create. When someone touches their art it will
play their soundtrack. We will install it on the front of the circulation desk.
The Innovation Center has been a huge success and students and teachers have
enjoyed time spent experimenting with all of the new items. Circulation is up
almost 35% this year and that is partially due to the new items drawing students in
to the Innovation Center and students deciding to find a book while they are here.
I created a survey in Google Forms for feedback on the Innovation Center and have
had very positive results (see attached).
I cannot express how much I appreciate the grant from P.L.A.N. this year and the
impact it has made on our students. Thank you so… very much!

Innovation Grant Report
Due August 19, 2016

Library: West Florida Public Libraries
Project Manager: Todd J. Humble, Director of Library Services
Phone: (850) 530-0116 cell

Email: tjhumble@mywfpl.com

Name of Project: Sprouting Creativity
Grant Amount received: $10,260.00 Local Matching funds expended: $27,173.00
Project Grand total of $37,433.00


A brief description of the project
The HP Sprout Pros are providing access to leading edge, blended reality computer
technologies that develop digital literacy skills in a non-traditional, but intuitive method
allowing our community members to be better prepared for the future.



Description of the steps or process for implementing the project
The HP Sprout Pro was to be released in February 2016 and we selected this newer model
instead of the initially proposed HP Sprout. The HP Sprout Pro was not actually available
for delivery as a newly released model. We ran into deployment issues on day one that
had our I.T. department working directly with the product developers the night before the
HP Sprout Truck was arriving for our kickoff event. Our calm and deliberate diagnosis of
the problems impressed HP and started a partnership with the developer to improve the
product.
We had a total of 198 people that came to the HP Sprout Truck event on June 8, 2016,
our official launch date to the public. The event was featured not only in local
newspapers, blogs, and TV, but was picked up by several other Internet sites. Our first
press release can be seen at: http://myescambia.com/news/news-article/2016/05/27/hp3-d-sprout-technology-coming-to-west-florida-public-libraries. The HP representative
enjoyed our computer technicians painting completed on the Sprouts by following Bob
Ross’s episode one, season one class. This artwork is now displayed inside the HP Sprout
Truck and on our breakroom refrigerator. He added a large fluffy wig to his wardrobe on
the day he taught this class to the public. The HP representative for Florida has asked
that we make a commercial doing this for them which we are considering, but need to get
a few more permissions before “happy little cloud” painting class promo can see the light
of day outside the live experience at our Pensacola Library.
Due to the selection of the newer model, our acquisition of the HP Sprouts was delayed.
We have had many classes, but only recently began offering the weekly classes. Our plan
to work with developers for apps is actually at a higher level than we expected. We are in
direct contact with the HP Sprout Development Team via Skype and telephone

conferencing on numerous occasions (additional details in anecdotal feedback). HP wants
to use us as a flagship example of their product and will be assisting us as we add 3-D
printing, CNC machines, and other technologies to our makerspace features in our library
system.


Impact/benefits for the library and its users resulting from the project
The HP Sprouts have attracted new library patrons that have specifically come to utilize
the scrapbooking type applications and some for the 3D design features. A retired
machinist specifically came to the library after seeing the HP Sprout Truck event on the
evening news and has offered to volunteer with us when we start our CNC projects in the
future. The Sprouts, as planned, are the first step in our multi-phase plan to create a full
featured makerspace for the library system with our prototypes space being at the
Pensacola Public Library. Staff from all seven library locations has received training on
how to use the Sprouts and hundreds of patrons have been enjoying them on a daily basis
since June 8, 2016.



Anecdotal feedback from staff and library users about the project and its benefits
Leading edge can be bleeding edge. We purchased a total of 18 HP Sprout Pro computers
and 9 HP capture stages for improved scanning. Although we have them installed at our
main library in Pensacola (our grant’s goal), the additional spread of the technology to all
seven of our locations is pending another onsite visit from HP developers. In the grant
sustainability statement, we proposed doing the additional libraries during 2016 and 2017.
We are on track to be in all 7 library locations within the next month or two, well before
the 2017 timeline. Our library system and Los Angeles Public Library are the two largest
library deployments of the HP Sprouts at this point. The issue of privacy of patron
projects has led HP to develop a kiosk program with flash drive saving of files, rather than
the original cloud account they had developed. We immediately found several flaws that
have put us in direct contact with the developers of the product, and their design team is
coming onsite to insure all our issues are addressed before we push these computers out
system wide. They are well loved by many patrons in our community and typically have
a waiting line in the children’s department, as they enjoy this unique creative computing
experience.
Blended reality hit mainstream media in recent months due to the release of the Pokémon
Go App helping to prove we are on the right track.

